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The GrossPKoblitz formula and a formula of Diamond are used to prove the 
congruence 

(p a prime number = I (mod 4). p = a’+ h’ (a, b E Z. a = 1 (mod 4))), proposed by 
F. Beukers which refines the well-known congruence A = 2a (modp) for the 
binomial coeflicient 

A= 
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Let p be a rational prime, p = 1 mod 4. Then p is a sum of squares of 
integers 

p = a2 + b2, (1) 

where a is completely specified by the condition that 

ar 1 mod4. 
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It is well known [Ch; H, Sect. lo] that the binomial coefficient 

A= 

satisfies the congruence 

AE2a modp. (3) 

The main point in the classical proof of (3) is Lemma 2.8 summarizing 
basic properties of the Jacobi sum, B, defined by (2.7). The proof of (3) 
may then be completed by a mod p relation between B and A. This can be 
achieved either by Stickelbergers characterization of gauss sums [H - D] 
or by an examination of the number, N, of lF,-rational points on the elliptic 
curve 

y2+x4+ 1 =o. (4) 

The number N can be computed precisely in terms of B and also can be 
computed modp by either the Jacobsthal sum, 

or by showing that A is the Hasse invariant of the curve. We shall make no 
use of (4). 

In modern times Stickelberger’s characterization has been largely 
replaced by the Gross-Koblitz formula [Boy, Dw, L]. This method will be 
used to prove a refinement of (3), proposed by F. Beukers, 

2pPfY ‘) (20-E) modp’ 

and hence 

A* = 2pc mod p2, (7) 

where 

p2 = c* + d*, d#O, c- l(4). 

Aside from the GrossKoblitz formula the main ingredient of the present 
work is Diamond’s formula [Di; Dw, p. 2851 for the value of ri/r, at 
elements of 

Z,nQ. 

641.‘24/2-5 
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Notation. 

CP = competion of the algebraic closure of Q,. 

/ 1 = valuation on C, normalized by 1 pi = l/p. 

R&‘D(-t,p ). 
r-0 

D(-t,p-)= ~xE@J.Y+tl<p) 

Rep-x= t if t E {O, l)...) p - 1 }, x E D( - t, p). 

l/P-P lIIP+v(P--I))<P~ 

r, = p-adic gamma function. 

G = r;/ry. 

[,, = pth root of unity, i, = 1 + rr mod rc2, 

S + Teich X is the lifting of IF,, into elements of Z,, satisfying xp = x. 

log denotes the (Iwasawa) p-adic log defined on C: by logp = 0, 
log x = 0 if x is root of unity, log x + log I’= log xy, and 

-log( 1 -I) = f Y/n if Ix)<l. 
n = I 

p,,, = group of mth roots of unity in Cp. 

1. P-ADIC GAMMA FUNCTION 

We recall [Dw, Chap. 211 the p-adic gamma function is locally analytic 
on a disjoint union, R, of disks D( - t, p) in Cp which contains Z, as a 
proper subset. In particular 

r,(o) = 1, (1.1) 

r,( 1 +x)/f,(x) = 
i 

If 
if )x/-l, 
if 1x1 < 1, 

(1.2) 

Ir,(x)l = 1, (1.3) 

T,(x) l-,(1-x)= -(-1)’ if xED(-t,p ),t=O, l,..., p-1.(1.4) 

P(x) E Q 
P P forall xE.Zp,sEN. (1.5) 
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Property ( 1.5), known to Morita [Ml, may also be deduced from Eq. 
(21.4.5) [Dw]. 

For a Q n Z,, t = Rep-a, we define a’, 

pa’ - a = 1. 

Then G = ri/I’,, may be evaluated at a by 

G(a)-G(l)= c ((?‘- l)-p-‘(+“- l))log(l -z), 
#= 1 
=#I 

(1.6) 

where log denotes the Iwasawa extension of log to C: and d is the 
denominator of a. 

2. GAUSS SUMS IN F,, 

For 7~~~~ ’ = -p, [, a primitive pth root of unity in C, such that 
5, = 1 + 7c mod rr’ we define a nontrivial additive character, 8, on [F, by 

WI = r;, (2.1) 

where t is any lifting, say Teich i, to Z,. For j E Z/( p - 1) we define the 
gauss sum 

We define 

g(j)= -C ihf '(EQP(ip,ip-~)). (2.2) 
fE!+-I 

Conj g(j) = -C [;‘tj = g( -j)( - 1 )-I. (2.3) 

As is well known 

Cod s(j) . g(j) = P. (2.4) 

We recall the GrosssKoblitz formula for such gauss sums. For 0 <j< 
p-2, 

g(j) = nil-, J . 
('1 P-l 

Our object is to study 

B,= -r,(+)‘r,(~,. 

(2.5) 

(2.6 1 
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By Eq. (2.5) we may identify B, with B, the Jacobi sum, 

(2.7) 

(2.8) LEMMA ([H, Sect. 10.6, also [D-H]). B lies in Z[i] und bus u 
representation 

B= a + ih, u, h E z, (2.8.1 ) 

where 
p = u2 + h2, (2.8.2) 

a- 1 mod4. (2.8.3) 

Proof The number B is a product of biquadratic and quadratic gauss 
sums and hence lies in Q(c,, 0). For a E N, (a, p) = 1, the 
automorphism (T, of O([,, fl)/Q(J’Zi) defined by [,H [; maps 
g(/(p - 1)/4) into 

o,g .?‘G = (Teich cc)“” ‘)j4 g [/‘qj 
( ) 

and hence B lies in Q(i). Gauss sums are algebraic integers and hance B is 
certainly integral at all primes other than those extending p. If we view B as 
an abstract algebraic number then the two imbeddings of B into CP are B, 
and the corresponding imbedding of Conj B. By (2.4), (2.7) we have 

Conj B = p/B, (2.8.5) 

i.e., the two embeddings of B into (lZP are B, and p/B,. Since B, is a unit, B 
is indeed integral at all primes. This estabishes (2.8.1), and (2.8.2) follows 
from (2.8.5). It only remains to establish (2.8.3). 

Forj~ {l, -l,i, -i)=p4, let 

cc,=~ipwp), (2.8.6) 

the sum being over all k E Pg such that (Teich k)‘“- ‘)I4 =j. We observe 
that each CL, is an algebraic integer in Q([,), that 

a,+cc-, +a;+cr .,= -1, (2.8.7) 

while 
- g P-l 

(-1 4 
=a,--cr,+i(a,--a,), 

-g p-* 
i 1 

- =c(,SK, 
2 

-(cI,+Ki). 

(2.8.8) 

(2.8.9 ) 
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Letting 
6=LY,K, -CtiOlp;, 

y=a,+a-,, 

then by (2.8.7) (2.8.9), 

193 

--g p-l ( > - = 1+2y, 
2 

while for some u E O(<,,) we have 

g P-l 2 (-) =(c(,-c(~,)2-(c(i-c1~i)‘+iu 
4 

=(a,+ap,)2-((a,+ccp,)2-46+iv 

= -(1+2y+46)+iu. 

Since 1, i are linearly independent over O([,) we now obtain from (2.8.1), 

pa=(l +2y)(l +2y+46), (2.8.10) 

which shows that in the ring of integers of Q(p,) we have 

pa- 1 mod4. 

Equation (2.8.3) is thus verified. 

2.9. Note. An alternate proof of (2.8.3) may be based on the fact that 
the number N’ of solutions of (4) in IF,* x lFf is divisible by 8. Explicitly 
with the notation of (2.8.1) 

if p= 1 (8) 
if p=5 (8). 

We shall not pursue this point of view. 

3. CALCULATION OF A 

We write A in terms of r,,. It follows from Eqs. (l.l), (1.2) that for 
Obn<p- 1, 

n!=(-l)“+‘r,(l+n). (3.1) 

Under this condition Rep-( 1 + n) =p - 1 - n and hence by (1.4), 

n! = l/r,( -n), O<n<p-1. (3.2) 
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Thus 
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For x0 E R, I:/ < p, we have by Taylor’s theorem 

r/Jx,+z)= z a,z” 
n=O 

and by ( 1.3) and Cauchy’s inequality we have 

1% P"< 1, VnEN, 

bol = I~pbo)I = 1. 

In particular if Iz/ d IpI then 

l(q”l <(lpi/p)“= Jp(n(l-(llp)~(li(p~l)). 

Furthermore if x0 lies in Z, then a, E Q,, i.e., 

ord a,, E Z. 

and so 

ad -n E 0 mod p’“, 

where tl,, is the smallest integer such that 

( 1 1 
a,,>n l---- 

P > P-l 

For n 2 2 we have 

cr,>cIz>2 l-‘-- 
( 

1 

P P-l > 

For p > 5 (as we may assume here) 

a* 2 2. 

We have thus verified for p > 5, 

(3.4) 

(3.5) 

(3.6) 

(3.7) 

(3.8) 

(3.9) 

(3.10) 

3.11. PROPOSITION. For x,EZ~, IzI < Ipl we have 

T,(x, + z) = I’,(x,) + zf’; (x0) mod p’. 
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3.11 .l. Note. This result is based on considerations of ramification and 
hence may be false for x,, outside of Z,. 

Applying this proposition to (3.3) and letting 

A” = qAt,‘l~p(fh (3.12) 

we deduce 

(3.13) 

Since rep - 4 = (p - 1)/2, Eq. (1.4) shows 

f, ; *= -(-1)‘P-1)/2= -1 0 
and so 

A,=B,. (3.14) 

We deduce from (1.6) that 

the sum being over z E pLq, z $ p2, i.e., z = i, -i. The sum then is the same as 

-log(l -i)-log(1 +i)+i(log(l -i)-log(1 +i))= -log2 

since (1 - i)/( 1 + i) is a root of unity. We conclude that 

log2- 1 +;log2pP’ modp’. (3.16) 

Since 12PP ’ - 11 < IpJ, the series representation gives 

log 2 2 P-l_ P-1 - 1 modp2. (3.17) 

LEMMA. 

Proof: It only remains to compute B, in terms of a. It follows from 
(2.8.5) that 

B,+$=2n, 
0 
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i.e., B, is determined as the unit fixed point of 

.w2a-C .Y’ 

This shows that 

B,,=2a-&modp’. 

This completes the calculation. 
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